FREE
&
Open to
Everyone!

Navigating Life Discussion Group
Let’s talk about life …. with all its ups and downs and merry-go-rounds.
What if there is a different way to navigate life? One where life
felt clear, simple, purposeful and easy to handle? Life need not
be about getting stuck on never-ending roundabouts or heading
up a garden path that leads us nowhere, we are naturally
equipped to respond to life, so what’s getting in the way?

What if our quality of life is not measured
by what life presents us, but rather how we
present in life – how we are in and with it?
What if our daily routines and rituals could be about sustaining
ourselves and those around us, instead of desperately seeking
relief and/or distractions?
The College of Universal Medicine presents free monthly
discussion groups for any person wanting to openly explore
some of the nitty-gritty’s of navigating life in a way that can be
healing and supportive. This discussion group is a confidential
forum where all participants are encouraged to express equally
knowing that we all have a wisdom to share.

Susan Scully and Tanya Curtis have a deep
love and care of and for people. Hence the
credential they bring together is the PhD of
life – something we All have, given we live and
experience life every day in all its facets – the
ups and downs and merry-go-rounds.

Join our hosts Tanya Curtis and Susan Scully as they share
their interest in exploring and understanding life in all its
facets – asking, is it possible to navigate life’s miasma of
twists, turns and roundabouts and still be standing?

For over 10+ years, Susan and Tanya
have been dear friends, considered family,
and professional colleagues dedicated to
continuing to learn, explore, discuss and
navigate life together.

see reverse side for discussion topics and schedule >>

Aligned to community focussed projects
based on giving back, they bring to the group
an approach to life based on fun, lightness,
depth and evolution for all equally.

2020 Navigating Life Discussion Group Schedule
Discussions are held once a month on Thursday evenings from 6:00-7:30 pm
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FEB

05

LIFE AS A CLASSROOM

What if life was one massive classroom, with lessons
offered over and over until we got it? How would
we navigate life knowing we are encircled in a
classroom filled with endless opportunities to learn?

Adjusting life to avoid reactions is one of life’s hidden
can’t avoid? Instead of judging reactions, what if we
learnt what they are, why we use them and how we
can learn from our own and others’ reactions?

APR

21

BEING ALL YOU WITHOUT TRYING TO AVOID
REACTIONS FROM OTHERS

MAY Ever modified who you are and what you do from

fear of reactions? You’re not the only one! What if
there’s a way of navigating life where you can be
yourself regardless of what reactions may come?
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JUN

16
JUL

feel? Sometimes we filter ourselves, hold back what
we like to say or simply shut up shop and go silent.
What if there was a way to express ourselves in full
without any reservation? How would life be?
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We all know of legal conditions and contracts...
but what about all the unspoken conditions and
contracts that we impose on those around us, and
them on us? Come explore how we can begin to live
life free from these clauses and conditions – with no
ball or chain needed!
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STANDARDS VS EXPECTATIONS

OCT

12

NOV

JUDGEMENT – IT’S A GUARANTEE

Judging and being judged is never fun, but the fact
is, we are ALL going to get judged at some time. Can
we learn how to respond to judgement instead of
adjusting life, trying to avoid it? We certainly can!
Join us as we begin to explore how.
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Standards and expectations are two words thrown
around in today’s society. What if one raises our
quality of living and the other drops the quality of
living for all? Let’s discuss these two words.
COMPROMISE – IS THIS HEALING OR HARMING?

Growing up we’re often told to compromise our
lives... but does compromise really support us?
What if there was a way to navigate life without
ever compromising who we are and the standards
we know to be true - and still have friends and
family!
BEING THE PUZZLE PIECE YOU AND ONLY YOU ARE
HERE TO BE

DEC What if the world and all its people were one

JEALOUSY AND COMPARISON – A FEELING WE ALL
HATE YET ALL EXPERIENCE

We all have experienced jealousy – fact. Either we
have felt jealousy towards another and/or had it
directed towards ourselves – most likely both. But
what is jealousy? How can we navigate life and not
let it affect us negatively?

LOCATION

BOOKINGS

All presentations will be held at:

To attend please RSVP
online at coum.org/events

Carrara, Gold Coast QLD

CONDITIONS AND CONTRACTS THAT WE HAVE ON
EACH OTHER

SEP

EMBRACING THE OPPORTUNITIES LIFE PRESENTS US

Life presents us challenging situations on a daily
basis, do we embrace the learning and see the
opportunity they offer or resist them and go deeper
into reaction? Embracing these opportunities and
seeing what they can offer is a game changer, let’s
get to it!

EXPRESSING WHO YOU ARE WITHOUT
RESERVATION

AUG Have you ever held back saying what you truly

REACTIONS

MAR epidemics, but what if reactions are a part of life we

16

13

For further information
email gc-events@coum.org

massive puzzle... the largest puzzle in the world!
Each piece unique and the puzzle only complete
when all pieces bring themselves to the world? How
would that change the way we navigate life?
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